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Abstract
Com
mpetition in thee air transport market
m
in recentt years has prom
mpted companiies to search forr products and sservices increassingly innovativve and,
at the
t same time, the decrease inn development timing and thee creation of reesources devoteed to the study of original technical solutionns. One
emerging importaant issue is to facilitate
f
air traavel for peoplee with disabilitiies, elder and dependent
d
peopple, setting the primary objecttive of
preventing the em
mergence and sppread of new barriers.
b
This aaspect is importtant both for th
he introductionn of several maandatory requireements
(rulles, laws and reegulations) and the increasing market share oof this people caategory due to the aging of poopulation. In thiis paper it is annalyzed
the study of the fllow of PRM (P
Passengers with
h Reduced Mobbility) departing
g, arriving and transiting
t
throuugh an airport terminal.
t
The sppecific
m
Italian toourist airport. The
T Axiomatic Design
D
case study is based on the managgement processs of passengers with special asssistance for a major
metthod is used too link the custoomers needs with all the proccess elements and
a boundaries: the infrastruccture aspects, th
he limits imposed by
security and the avvailability of apppropriate resources (personneel and equipmeent). Finally som
me improvemen
ent suggestions are made to opptimize
the passage througgh the terminal and to ensure full
f accessibilityy of the consideered environments.
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1. Introduction
I
The removal of architectuural barriers is now one oof the
primary goals foor a civilized countries.
c
Indeed considerinng the
t incidence of diseases annd the
inccrease in disabbility due to the
agiing of the woorld populatioon [1] the rig
ghts of peoplee with
red
duced mobilityy are increasiingly assumin
ng a leading rrole in
pollicies of comppanies worldw
wide.
A specific attention too the undeerstanding off the
req
quirements forr accessibility and mobility has been placced by
thee transport ssystem and numerous studies have been
con
nducted [2].
ment of the air transport m
market
In particular the developm
duee to the increease of traveleers and the grrowing compeetition
hass prompted coompanies to search
s
for pro
oducts and seervices
inccreasingly innnovative and with
w high quaality. The desiign of
an airport was assessed withh a perspectiive to improvve the
gn [3] and thhrough
quaality, both thrrough the Axxiomatic Desig
imp
proved techniique using the concept of level of servvice to
ind
dicate the interraction of timee with space provision
p
[4].

An emerging important isssue is to faciilitate air travvel for
peo
ople with red
duced mobiliity, to ensure them condditions
sim
milar to those of all passenngers without discriminatioon. To
guaarantee this, several rulees have beeen developedd and
reg
gulations are been
b
dictated by the comp
petent bodies in the
fielld [5].
In this paper we analyze thhe process of managing thee flow
of Passengers with
w Reduced Mobility (PR
RM) within one
o of
thee main Europeean airports.
The airport considered connsists of threee terminals diivided
bettween departu
ures and arrivaals T1, T2 an
nd T3; plus T55, that
is a dedicated terminal for ssensitive fligh
hts departuress with
posssible terrorist attacks riskss. Each termin
nal consists of
o two
areeas: a landsidee area, where there are shop
ps, toilets, cheeck-in
areeas, security check and bagg
ggage claim beelts, and the airside
a
areea, where in addition to shoops and toiletss there are passport
con
ntrol (flights No
N Schengen)
n), boarding gates and runw
ways /
lan
nding (Fig. 1).
In this paperr it is not connsidered the assistance to PRM
pro
ovided in fligh
ht by the airlinnes (on which
h studies havee been
con
nducted also with respect to matters to
o be taken foor the
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safety
y in the cabiin) [6], focusiing on the grround assistannce,
which
h is a task duue to the airpport operator. In this case, the
airpo
ort operator w
will provide traained personn
nel and resourrces
and will
w design thhe assistance process in orrder to obtain the
mobiility of passenngers safely and
a with greatter satisfactionn at
the saame time.

Fig. 1.. Layout
Th
he passenger ssatisfaction iss one of the prrimary objectiives
for co
ompanies opeerating in this sector and it is
i one of the m
main
subjeect of investigation [7].
Th
herefore the process conssidered is sum
mmarized in the
follow
wing stages: PRM recepttion by an op
perator equippped
with wheelchair, completing thhe acceptancee operations and
securrity checks annd customs, looading/unloadiing of passenggers
and baggage
b
claim
ming, satisfyinng all the need
ds of PRM durring
their transit througgh the airport.
he means avaiilable to staff are wheelchair, club car, v ans,
Th
truck
ks and narrow
w chair. Theyy must to be able to meet the
demaand growth foor assistance of airports an
nd the periodss of
air traaffic peak.
Th
he problem off PRM is prevviously been analyzed
a
throough
the use
u of an allgorithm withh good soluttions on smoooth
transp
port with shorrt waiting timees [8].
Th
he purpose oof this paperr is to apply
y the theoryy of
Axiomatic Designn [9, 10] to thhe process cy
ycle of assistaance
conceerning PRM ooriginating wiith sensitive fllights, in ordeer to
learn
n about criticaal issues throuugh the influence of the dessign
param
meters on thee functional requirements and to proppose
impro
ovement inteerventions. Further
F
appliccation could be
found
d in literature [11].
2. PR
RM assistance and layout
To
o ensure fulll accessibilityy to air transportation to all
custo
omers with ddisabilities or reduced mo
obility the IA
ATA
(Interrnational Airr Transport Association)
A
has codified all
typess of PRM assistance with sppecific acrony
yms:
1. WHCR (whheelchair-rampp), passengerr who can w
walk
pendently withhin the aircraft, and go up and down staairs,
indep
but who
w needs a wheelchair or
o other mean
ns of transporrt to
movee long distances inside the terminal;
t
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2. WHCS (wh
heelchair stairr), passengerr who can walk
w
pendently with
hin the aircrafft, but that caannot go downn or
indep
up th
he stairs and that needs a w
wheelchair orr other meanss of
transp
port to move around
a
inside the terminal;
3. WHCC (wheeelchair cabinn seat), immob
bilized passenger,
who needs a wheelchair to gett around and needs assistaance
from the arrival att the airport uuntil the end of the flight and
out of the airport;
4. DEAF, passenger with hhearing or heaaring and speeech
impairment;
5.B
BLIND, passeengers with im
mpaired vision
n;
6. DEAF / BLIND, passenggers with imp
paired vision and
impaired hearing, and who needd the assistancce of an attenddant
to mo
ove;
7. DPNA, passeenger with inteellectual or beehavioral issuees.
n this paper it is examined, ffor quality asssessment throough
In
the methodology
m
of
o the Axiomaatic Design, a process cyclee of
assisttance to passeengers with reeduced mobillity involving the
moree critical flightt: PRM originnating with sen
nsitive flights..
Th
he sensitive fllights are all tthose destinattions and / orr air
carrieers affected by
b terrorist attttack risk and
d where there are
high--tech security control with sspecific machiinery.
Th
he terminal dedicated
d
to the departurees with sensiitive
flightts is the T5 which is sepparated from the other airpport
termiinals and to reach it yoou need to use
u a meanss of
transp
portation on th
he road outsidde the city.
Th
he cycle of assistance madde by the airp
port operator for
PRM
M originating from
f
T5 can be divided in
nto the follow
wing
phasees:
1. The passengeer is greeted uupon his arriv
val at terminall T3
o of the pooint designated by an operator
(interrnational) at one
PRM
M provided witth suitable whheelchair;
2. The passeng
ger is transfeerred through
h suitable vann to
termiinal T5;
3. The operator PRM perfoorms the acceeptance operattion
t passenger on the belongging flight at one
o of the cheeckfor the
in desk;
or PRM, thee PRM passenger and hand
h
4. The operato
ndergo securiity checks required
r
for the
luggaage must un
transiition from gro
oundside to aiirside respectiively through the
metall detector do
oor, the manuual control made
m
by secuurity
operaator and the RX line;
5. The passengeer is subject too the passport control;
ger is carried through the boarding
b
suitaable
6. The passeng
van to gate G, wheere is the gate of the belonging flight;
mpanies the passenger to the
7. The operator PRM accom
ding can be done
d
gate and boards hiim on the fligght. The board
wo ways depen
nding on leasedd aircraft:
in tw
7aa. From the loading bridgge, if the airrcraft is direectly
conneected to the teerminal by a fi
finger;
7b
b. Remotely, if
i the aircraft is located in a parking lott for
the taakeoff / landin
ng and must bee reached by a van.
In
n case of passeenger boarding
ng by loading bridge the meeans
used are wheelchaair for the asssistance of ty
ypes WHCR and
CS and with a narrow chairr supported by
y the operatorr for
WHC
the assistance
a
of type WHCC. In case of remotely boardding,
in ad
ddition to the van for the tr
track’s crossin
ng, it an elevator
will be
b needed to lift the portiion of the basse to the altittude
wherre the aircraft door is locatted for the asssistance of tyypes
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LANDSIDE

WHCS and WHCC. Then they will still use the wheelchair for
assistance WHCR and WHCS and the narrow chair supported
by the operator for assistance WHCC.
During the transition from goundside to airside the PRM
will cross four main areas as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3:
terminal T3 and its reception points, check-in hall of terminal
T5, boarding gate G and aircraft.

Meeting
Point T3

1.PRMoperator
welcomesPRMat
T3

2.PRMtransportto
T5

3.CheckͲinforPRM
ontheflight

4.Securitycheck
forPRMopertor,
PRMandhis
luggage

5.PRMpassport
control

6.PRMassistance
ineveryneed
(toilet,restaurant,
shop)

7.PRMtransportto
gateG

8.PRMoperator
carriesPRMtothe
gateassigned

9.PRMboarding
andcarringtohis
seat

Fig. 4. PRM assistance flow chart
Check-in
hall T5

Security
Check

Fig. 2. PRM crossing areas: Landside
Passport
control

The airport operator has an adequate fleet for which
operators rely PRM according to the phase of assistance and
type of assistance.
These means are divided into three main categories of use.
The first two apply to all PRM and the third on certain types
and in specific cases:
x Support means (wheelchair and operator PRM);
x Transport (van);
x Vehicles or boarding (finger, narrow chair, PRM
support operator, ambulift).
It should be stressed that the wheelchair and the PRM
operator are present during the entire cycle of assistance to
passengers with reduced mobility, because the use of the
wheelchair must maintain the presence of the operator that
manages it correctly and safely in accordance with the
company practices.

AIRSIDE

Gate G

3. PRM assistance and Axiomatic Design: design for
operational excellence

Airplane

Fig. 3. PRM crossing areas: Airside
So the design in optical quality of the ground’s care
process for the PRM must ensure that passengers go through
all the necessary procedures to bring them from groundside to
airside and, subsequently boarding the aircraft as more as
possible safely, in a comfort manner, and in the shortest time
required.
The concept of improvement proposed in this paper is
based on the analysis of the flow followed by the PRM and
operators crossing these functional areas where we will
evaluate carefully the construction and operational alleys.
The process object of study in this paper can be better
summarized by a flowchart (Fig. 4) that chronologically
describes all actions involving the PRM in order to provide
the appropriate assistance throughout his time inside the
airport.
Subsequently the phases of the process of assistance are
inserted into the complex layout of the airport considered.

Knowing in detail the management flow for passengers
with reduced mobility assistance, in order to proceed with the
analysis of the process is necessary to extrapolate the
functional requirements (FRs) for each functional area and the
design parameters (DPs).
Functional requirements must be deducted from the
knowledge of the process in object and through a careful
translation of the passengers needs with reduced mobility. All
information obtained must be analyzed first through the
Independence Axiom and then with the Information Axiom.
According to the Independence Axiom the best design is an
uncoupled one: in literature could be found some measures to
establish the degree of coupling of a system [12].
The design parameters will be the means by which it will
be possible to meet the process actions identified by the
functional requirements, while remaining within the
boundaries defined by the constraints.
Relations between the functional requirements and the
design parameters characterize the Design Matrix. The Design
Matrix is used to evaluate the interactions between rows and
columns for each phase of the process.
Thus the FR’s and the DP’s can be interpreted as two
vectors, while the mapping instructions are given by the
Design Matrix.
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For this process it has been built a Design Matrix for each
level of the hierarchy, where with X will indicate a strong
dependence, while x will indicate a lower dependence and O
will indicate no dependence.
In the present case, proceeding to hierarchies and
zigzagging, four levels of FR and DP have been identified.
The first level of hierarchy or macro-level, respectively,
provides the following FRs and its DPs:
FR 1: Secure the ground assistance to Passengers with
Reduced Mobility originating from the terminal T3;
DP 1: Chain of PRM assistance operators and fleet.
Consequently the second level of the hierarchy consists of
eight FRs and seven DPs:
FR 1.1: Meeting the passenger upon arrival at T3 near one
of the meeting points;
FR 1.2: Move the passenger to T5;
FR 1.3: Fulfilling the acceptance operations for passenger;
FR 1.4: Perform security checks;
FR 1.5: Carry out passport checks;
FR 1.6: To accompany the passenger to the bathroom or to
the refreshment;
FR 1.7: Proceed to the boarding area G;
FR 1.8: Board the passenger.
DP 1.1: PRM support means;
DP 1.2: Van;
DP 1.3: Check-in desk;
DP 1.4: Security check;
DP 1.5: Passport control stations;
DP 1.6: Layout;
DP 1.8: Means for PRM boarding.
The FRs>DPs because two different actions identified by
FR 1.2 and FR 1.7 are carried out by the same DP 1.2, so it is
preferred not indicate DP 1.7 and to indicate “Means for PRM
boarding” with DP 1.8 to connect it to corresponding FR 1.8.
So the Design Matrix will be coupled (1)
ͳǤͳ

ͳ ۓǤʹۗ ͳ ې  ۍǤͳ
ۓ
ۗ
ۖ ͳǤ͵ۖ ͳ ۑ  ێǤʹ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ ێ
ͳۖ ۑǤ͵ۖ
ۖ ͳǤͶۖ
ۖ
ͳ ۑ  ێǤͶ
ͳǤͷ ൌ ۑ  ێ
ͳ ۔Ǥۘ ͳ۔ ۑ  ێǤͷۘ
ۖ ͳǤۖ ͳۖ ۑ  ێǤۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖ ͳǤͺۖ ͳ ۑ  ێǤͺ
ە
ۙ
ے
ۙ ۏ
ە

(1)

In the third level of the hierarchy there are three families of
FR and three families of DP:
FR 1.1.1: Ensure short waiting times for passengers;
FR 1.1.2: Ensure accessibility to all passengers;
FR 1.4.1: Carry out security checks of the passenger;
FR 1.4.2: Carry out security checks of the PRM operator;
FR 1.4.3: Carry out security checks of luggage;
FR 1.8.1: Board the passenger through loading bridge;
FR 1.8.2: Board passenger remotely.
DP 1.1.1: PRM Operators;

DP 1.1.2: Wheelchair;
DP 1.4.1: Security Operator;
DP 1.4.2: Metal detector door;
DP 1.4.3: RX line;
DP 1.8.1: Means for PRM boarding with direct connection;
DP 1.8.2: Means for PRM boarding without direct
connection.
The Design Matrix for the third level will be coupled (2)
ͳǤͳǤͳ
 ͳǤͳǤͳ
ͳ ۓǤͳǤʹۗ ͳۓ ېۍǤͳǤʹۗ
ۖ ͳǤͶǤͳۖ ͳۖ ۑ  ێǤͶǤͳۖ
ۖ
ۖ ێ
ۖ
ۖۑ
ͳǤͶǤʹ
 ͳ ۑǤͶǤʹ
ൌێ

ͳ ۔ǤͶǤ͵ۘ ͳ۔ ۑێǤͶǤ͵ۘ
ۖ ͳǤͺǤͳۖ ͳۖ ۑ  ێǤͺǤͳۖ
ۖ ͳǤͺǤʹۖ ͳۖ ۑ  ێǤͺǤʹۖ
ۙ ۏ
ەے
ۙ
ە

ሺʹሻ

Finally, the fourth level of the hierarchy has two families
of FRs and DPs regarding the different ways of boarding
PRM employees from leased aircraft and the type of
assistance:
FR 1.8.1.1: Reach the aircraft;
FR 1.8.1.2: Board assistance type R or S;
FR 1.8.1.3: Board assistance of type C;
FR 1.8.2.1: Reach the parking of the aircraft;
FR 1.8.2.2: Board assistance type R;
FR 1.8.2.3: Board assistance of type S;
FR 1.8.2.4: Board assistance type C.
DP 1.8.1.1: Finger;
DP 1.8.1.3: Narrow chair with PRM support operator;
DP 1.8.2.2: Access ramp to aircraft;
DP 1.8.2.3: Ambulift.
Also in this case there are a number of FRs> DPs because
of a failure to linear independence of certain functional
requirements respect to the design parameters. Indeed, the FR
1.8.1.1 and the FR 1.8.1.2 are satisfied by the same DP
1.8.1.1, the FR 1.8.2.1 is satisfied by the DP 1.2 belonged to
the second level and the FR 1.8.2.4 is satisfied by DP 1.8.1.3.
The Design Matrix for the last level will be coupled (3)
ͳǤͺǤͳǤͳ

ͳ ۓǤͺǤͳǤʹۗ ې  ۍ
ۖ ͳǤͺǤͳǤ͵ۖ ͳۓ ۑ  ێǤͺǤͳǤͳۗ
ۖ
ۖ ێ
ͳ ۑǤͺǤͳǤ͵ۖ
ͳǤͺǤʹǤͳ
ۖ ۑ
ൌێ
ሺ͵ሻ
ͳǤͺǤʹǤʹ  
ͳ ۔ǤͺǤʹǤʹۘ ͳ۔ ۑ  ێǤͺǤʹǤ͵ۘ
ۖ
ۖ ͳǤͺǤʹǤ͵ۖ ۖ ۑ  ێ
ۙ
ۖ ͳǤͺǤʹǤͶۖ ە ۑێ
ۙ ۏ
ے
ە
Now, having evaluated carefully the relationships existing
at each hierarchical level between the FRs and DPs, it is
possible to perform a thorough analysis to choose the
interventions of improvement that could turn the Design
Matrix from coupled to uncoupled, in order to obtain a Best
Design.
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4. Solutions based on Axiomatic Design
The second level of the Design Matrix is a 8X7 matrix
with off-diagonal elements. For the coupled Design Matrix
proposal there are several measures to improve. The first
project involves the DP 1.2 and the two FR 1.2 and FR 1.7.
Integrating the terminal T3 with the equipment control present
at the terminal T5 is necessary to perform the security checks
of passengers and baggage belonging to originating sensitive
flights, allowing the departure of these passengers including
PRM, directly from the terminal T3, avoiding both road
transport with the van to the terminal T5 and the transport on
track with the van towards the boarding area gate G. The
latter would be reached via a shuttle train with the departure
station located inside the terminal T3. In addition, the van
would become a mean used exclusively for embarking
passengers with reduced mobility from remote and, therefore,
would become a part of the category identified by DP 1.8.2.
As a result the Design Matrix will become a 7X7 matrix.
The remaining off-diagonal elements show the correlation
between the FRs, representing all phases of the process,
satisfied by DP 1.1, representing the means of support for the
PRM, and FR 1.3, FR 1.4 and FR 1.5are influenced by DP
1.6. Using the tool of Reordering it can get an array of second
level decoupled. So by changing the position between FR 1.3
and FR 1.6 and the position of DP 1.3 and DP 1.6 it is
possible to obtain a new Design Matrix (4)
ͳܴܨǤͳ
ܱܱܱܱܱܱܺ ͳܲܦǤͳ
ͳܴܨۓǤۗ ͳܲܦۓ ې ܱܱܱܱܱܺܺۍǤۗ
ۖ
ۖ
ۖͳܴܨǤͶۖ
ۖ ۖ ۑ ܱܱܱܱܺܺܺێ
ۖ
ۖ
ێ
ͳܲܦ ۑǤͶ
ͳܴܨǤͷ ൌ ͳܲܦ ۑ ܱܱܱܱܺܺܺێǤͷ
ͳܴܨ۔Ǥ͵ۘ ͳܲܦ۔ ۑ ܱܱܱܱܺܺܺێǤ͵ۘ
ۖ
ۖͳܴܨǤۖ
ۖ ۖ ۑ ܱܱܱܱܱܺܺێ
ۖͳܲܦǤۖ
ۖ
ͳܴܨەǤͺۙ ͳܲܦە ے ܱܱܱܱܱܺܺۏǤͺۙ

(4)

The matrix of the third level is a 7X7 matrix with some
off-diagonal elements. The improvement measures proposed
concern the security checks that must undergo a PRM and that
it may be done through a manual check performed by the
security operator or by passing under the metal detector door
depending on the mobility of the passenger. It could adopt
metal detector doors that exclude the wheelchair from alarms
using the same systems transmitters/receivers used to prevent
theft inside the shops. Or it might be thought of providing
airport wheelchair made of non-metallic materials, such as
polycarbonate, which do not trigger alarms. In both cases it
would be eliminated the DP 1.4.1.
In addition, providing to make a relay between operators
PRM security check at the gates would generate a system
where there are PRM operators fixed in groundside and PRM
operators fixed in airside avoiding them security checks
whenever passing from one area to another. Such action
would lead to the elimination of FR 1.4.2.
The new Design Matrix for the third level will be (5)

ͳǤͳǤͳ
 ͳǤͳǤͳ
ͳ ۓǤͳǤʹ ۗ ͳۓ ېۍǤͳǤʹۗ
ۖ
ۖ ێ
ۖ
ۖۑ
ͳǤͶǤͳ
 ͳ ۑǤͶǤͳ
ൌێ
 ۔Ǥ ͳǤͶǤʹۘ ͳ۔ ۑ  ێǤͶǤʹۘ
ۖ ͳǤͺǤͳ ۖ ͳۖ ۑ  ێǤͺǤͳۖ
ͳ ەǤͺǤʹ ۙ ͳە ے  ۏǤͺǤʹۙ

(5)

The fourth level Design Matrix is a 7X4 matrix coupled
with off-diagonal elements. For this matrix it is possible to
evaluate four possible improvements. The first two proposals
concern FR 1.8.1.3 and FR 1.8.2.4, which are satisfied both
by DP 1.8.1.
It might be thought to use a wheelchair model comfortable
and small in width, so it can also go through the aisle of the
aircraft without having to move the PRM from a wheelchair
to a narrow chair.
In addition, if such wheelchair were integrated with a
lifting system for the user it would not have the necessity of
coming of another PRM operator to allow the PRM to sit in
the place assigned. In this case it will no longer need to make
a distinction between the stages of the process based on the
types of assistance and so FR 1.8.1.1, FR 1.8.1.2 and FR
1.8.1.3 become one functional requirement.
The DP 1.8.2.3 must satisfy both FR 1.8.2.3 and FR
1.8.2.4; applying a stair lift with wheels directly to the
wheelchair or implementing the access ramp to the aircraft
with an handicap lift platform would eliminate this DP.
Finally, as a result of the improvements proposed at the
first level, the van would be included in the means for
boarding PRM, becoming a DP of this level.
The Design Matrix of the fourth level will become a square
matrix 3X3 (6)
ͳǤͺǤͳǤʹ
 ͳǤͺǤͳǤͳ
൝ ͳǤͺǤʹǤͳൡ ൌ ൩ ൝ͳǤͺǤʹǤͳൡ
ͳǤͺǤʹǤʹ
 ͳǤͺǤʹǤʹ

(6)

In this last level we have obtained an uncoupled Design
Matrix with correlation elements only along the diagonal and
no correlation outside of it.
Therefore we faced with a situation of optimum design.
5. Conclusions
The use of Axiomatic Design principles allows us to
manage problems of the process of assistance to Passengers
with Reduced Mobility originating from the airport
considered as well as to highlight possible interventions for
quality improvement of the cycle examined and therefore the
service provided.
Having known in detail the whole process, the layout of
the airport and the means available for the service and having
studied the three key elements of AD (which are
decomposition in design domains, zig-zagging to create the
design hierarchy, independence axiom and Reordering) that
are suitable to manufacturing environments and extendible
across industries, it has been possible to analyze in detail each
stage of production and find the weaknesses in quality
perspective.
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The cycle of assistance considered presented problems due
to mainly: the movement of passengers with reduced mobility
inside the terminal depending on the action to be performed,
and issues related to the intense traffic of PRM departing from
a stopover main connection. In most cases such movements
were achieved by use of vans, causing an excessive
exploitation with consequential accumulation of delays due to
the simultaneity of actions and the large number of assistance
requested.
Through the identification of the FRs and DPs and the
construction of the Design Matrix, possible improvements
have been identified: reduction of the van usage, reduction of
for security checks time, advantages both for the PRM
operator and for the passenger during boarding of the aircraft;
the application of these solutions would lead to a decrease in
the total service time, in compliance with the comfort and
safety of passengers, as well as the use of systems, equipment
and more cutting edge means that would increase the user
satisfaction.
Furthermore, thanks to the performance of this work, it is
possible to assert that the findings for the cycle considered is
developable for other cycles implying the process of
assistance to passengers with reduced mobility, leading to an
overall improvement in the services offered by the airport
operator and therefore customer loyalty.
In addition, the focus on resolving issues related to air
transport for these particular groups of people is an important
contribution to the removal of architectural barriers, as
mentioned in the introduction.
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